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Bounty Land Warrant Information relating to Robert Stills BLWt1368-100  f7VA 
  Transcribed by Will Graves     4/27/12 
[Methodology:  Spelling, punctuation and/or grammar have been corrected in some instances for ease of reading and to facilitate searches of the 
database.  Where the meaning is not compromised by adhering to the spelling, punctuation or grammar, no change has been made.  Corrections or 
additional notes have been inserted within brackets or footnotes.  Blanks appearing in the transcripts reflect blanks in the original. A bracketed 
question mark indicates that the word or words preceding it represent(s) a guess by me.  Only materials pertinent to the military service of the 
veteran and to contemporary events have been transcribed. Affidavits that provide additional information on these events are included and 
genealogical information is abstracted, while standard, 'boilerplate' affidavits and attestations related solely to the application, and later nineteenth 
and twentieth century research requests for information have been omitted.  I use speech recognition software to make all my transcriptions.  
Such software misinterprets my southern accent with unfortunate regularity and my poor proofreading fails to catch all misinterpretations.  Also, 
dates or numbers which the software treats as numerals rather than words are not corrected: for example, the software transcribes "the eighth of 
June one thousand eighty six" as "the 8th of June 1786."  Please call errors or omissions to my attention.] 
 
Received from the Secretary of War, Warwick No. 1368 issued for the Heirs of Robert Stills for 
one hundred acres – 
Dated at liberty Bedford County 
this 28th day of September 1828 
William Skillman     S/ John Stills 
John Chapman 
 
Virginia to wit 
 At a Court continued and held for the County of Bedford the 28th day of August 1828 
satisfactory evidence was adduced in Court to prove that Aquilia Lawhorn, John Stills and Jacob 
Stills are the children and only heirs at law in fee to Robert Stills Deceased late a Soldier of 
Hazen's Regiment1 on Continental Establishment. 
 By Gustavus A Wingfield Deputy Clerk of the County Court aforesaid do certify that the 
above evidence is taken from the records in my office.  In testimony whereof I have hereunto 
affixed my official seal this 30th day of August 1828 
    S/ G. A. Wingfield, deputy Clerk 
 
State of Virginia County of Bedford 
 I John Stills one of the heirs at law of Robert Stills deceased do upon oath testify and 
declare to the best of my knowledge and belief that Robert Still did enlist in 1779 for the term of 
during the war, and served in Hazens Regiment – that he continued in the service aforesaid until 
the end of the war.  I further declare that I have never received a warrant for the bounty land 
promised to Robert Still on the part of the United States nor do I believe that he ever received or 
transferred his claim to it in any manner whatsoever. 
     S/ John Stills 

     

                                                 
1  This MAY be a reference to Col.  Doses Hazen and his regiment of Canadian Refugees, but, if so, I don't have any 
explanation for how this veteran's file came to be indexed under the Virginia veterans.  See, Allan S. Everest, Moses 
Hazen and the Canadian Refugees in the American Revolution. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1976 
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